Abstract-This paper emphasizes on the capacity of a humanoid robot to perform tasks that are difficult for other types of robots. It deals with manipulation of bulky objects. Such tasks require complicated manipulations involving the whole-body and fine coordination between legs, arms and torso motions. We introduce here a whole-body motion planner that allows a humanoid robot to autonomously plan a pivoting strategy that accounts for the various constraints: collision avoidance, legs-arms coordination and stability control. Based on a previous result by the authors [1] proving the small-time controllability of a pivoting system, the planner is proven to inherit from the probabilistic completeness of the samplingbased motion planning method it is built on. The geometric and kinematic capacity of the proposed planner is mainly demonstrated through simulations and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to recent progress in their hardware and control, humanoid robots are expected to execute sophisticated tasks to assist or substitute humans. One of the important applications is dexterous manipulation of various objects, especially for bulky or heavy objects through whole-body motion. In this research we investigate pivoting based manipulation of a large object using both arms as shown in Fig. 1 . This method has several advantages such as precise positioning, stability and adaptability over other methods like pushing or lifting [2] , [3] . For those reasons, pivoting based manipulation can potentially widen the capacity of manipulation of humanoid robots.
This paper deals with motion planning in such a context. The inputs of the problem are both a starting and a goal configuration of the robot facing the box to be moved. The output is a sequence of box manipulations that guarantees:
• collision avoidance with the fixed obstacles • feasibility and stability of the robot whole-body motions • naturalness of the solution. The solution we propose is derived from two geometric properties.
The first one establishes that any collision-free path for the free-sliding box may be approximated by a sequence of collision-free pivoting motions. Such a property has been recently proven by the authors in [1] . As a consequence the motion planning algorithm we propose consider a two-stage approach: a first collision-free path is computed, and then it is iteratively approximated by a sequence of pivoting motions. The second geometric property we are considering deals with the naturalness of the targeted solution. We want the robot to walk either forward or backward and to avoid sideways steps. Even if such steps are theoretically possible, they are not natural and even very difficult to perform by a humanoid robot when it manipulates bulky objects. When walking forward or backward the robot direction remains tangent to the path it follows as a wheeled mobile robot does. Such constraints are known as nonholonomic ones. They have been recently proven as accounting for the natural human locomotion [4] . Our motion planning point of view then benefits from well experienced approaches in nonholonomic motion planning [5] , [6] , [7] . Among them we have chosen the probabilistic sampling approach with a steering method computing Reeds and Shepp curves [8] , composed of arc of a circle and straight line segments. Reeds and Shepp curves possess a geometric property accounting for small-time controllability, a critical property for the planning method completeness.
Thanks to these two properties it has been possible to devise a well-grounded motion planner we present in this paper. Section II deals with the computation of a collisionfree path without taking into account the pivoting constraints. It recalls a classical method for nonholonomic motion planning for a car-like robot. Then Section III emphasizes on pivoting sequence generation from the collision-free path generated by the planner introduced in the previous section. The whole-body motion generator to perform the pivoting tasks is devised based on a generalized inverse kinematics operator which is introduced in Section IV. Section V shows simulation and experimental results to validate the geometric and kinematic planning capacity of the proposed method, before concluding the paper.
II. COLLISION-FREE MOTION PLANNING
The first stage of the algorithm is dedicated to the computation of a collision-free nonholonomic path. For this stage we make use of a standard technique [5] , [6] , [7] we summarize here.
The robot together with the box is modeled as a rigid body whose geometry is their bounding volume. Such a rigid body is modeled as a car-like robot that is submitted to two constraints: its wheels should roll and not slide (this is the nonholonomic constraint), and the curvature of an admissible path at any point should be greater than some fixed threshold. The shortest length paths for such a system are the socalled Reeds and Shepp curves [8] . Reeds and Shepp curves are made of a sequence of arcs of a circle with minimum radius and straight line segments. The interest of Reeds and Shepp curves is the following: their length tends to zero as soon as the goal configuration (x g , y g , θ g ) tends to the start configuration (x s , y s , θ s ).
To compute a collision-free nonholonomic path we use a probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) that consists is building a graph whose nodes are collision-free configurations. Two nodes in the graph are linked by an edge if and only if the Reeds and Shepp path between both corresponding configurations is collision-free. The graph is built incrementally by shooting configurations at random. Configurations are included in the graph as soon as they are collision-free (from a practical point of view we use a more sophisticated and efficient variant described in [9] ). This construction of the graph is called the learning phase. Once the graph is built, then the query phase consists in first adding both starting and goal configurations of the given problem to the roadmap, and then search the graph for a path.
In that way, the motion planner eventually finds collisionfree paths as connected components of elementary motions of the steering method. However, they are often redundant since the sampling-based method samples configuration randomly. For manipulation to be more efficient, redundant components are removed or shortened. The path optimizer plays this role. It searches shorter paths by connecting configuration pairs randomly sampled on the initial path. In this study we employ the "adaptive shortcut" path optimization algorithm proposed by [12] . Figure 2 shows an example of optimized path. The manipulated object is placed near the wall and supposed to be displaced on the other side of an obstacle. We modeled as a bounding box including the humanoid and the object with some tolerance necessary for the pivoting based manipulation. As can be seen, the backward motion of Reeds and Shepp curve is utilized appropriately to move the object away from the wall. Then the path switches to forward motion to reach the goal by avoiding the obstacle. 
III. PIVOTING SEQUENCE GENERATION
In this section we present how to convert the collisionfree path computed at the first stage into a sequence of collision-free pivoting sequences. The path to be converted is a sequence of Reeds and Shepp path, i.e. a sequence of straight line segments and arcs of a circle. The pivoting sequence generation is then based on two elementary operators: pivoting along a straight line segment and pivoting along an arc of a circle.
Let us first analyze the effective strategy used by the robot to perform an elementary pivoting motion. The robot starts inclining the box to realize a single contact point between the box and the floor. The contact point is a corner of the box. Then the robot performs a vertical rotation of the box centered at that corner. Then it sets the object horizontally along the box edge. Such an edge is said to be the supporting edge. Therefore we model the problem of 3D box pivoting as the problem of pivoting a 2D segment around its endpoints (see Fig. 3 ). Such a modeling does not reduce the scope of the general problem 1 . The computation of the pivoting sequence along a straight line segment is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Let l be the length of the segment corresponding to the "supporting edge" and L the length of the straight line segment of the path to follow. Considering the constraint of the reachable area of robot arms, we introduce an angle β such that the robot is able to perform an elementary pivoting motion of total angle 2β. After initializing the process by a pivoting of angle β, we then apply n times the elementary pivoting motion of angle 2β, n being defined as the greater integer verifying L > nl sin β. Then for the last part an adjustment pivoting motion is added to reach the final goal.
The same principle applies to the arcs of a circle (see Fig. 4 ). Let R and θ denote the radius and the angle of the arc. We apply a regular sequence shown in Fig. 4 with a symmetrical motion such that the center of the line segment comes on the arc with perpendicular orientation, after two times β rotation at the left corner and one −2γ rotation at the right corner. The angle α and γ can be computed from l, R, and β as:
In the regular sequence, elementary motions are repeated m times alternatively on the each edge, while θ > mα. Then the adjustment sequence is applied in a similar manner to the computation for the straight line path. We introduced the angle β as half the maximum angle the robot may realize by a single pivoting. We should notice that this angle may be tuned for obstacle avoidance purpose. Indeed the first stage of the algorithm provides a collisionfree path that guarantees collision-freeness for the sliding supporting edge. Moving by pivoting along the planned path introduces some gap (see Fig. 5 ) with respect to the volume swept by the supporting edge when sliding along the path. More the rotation angle decreases, more the final swept volume converges to the initial one. This property accounts for the small-time controllability of the pivoting system we consider [1] . The 3D collision detection can be done by estimating the swept volume of the box attached to the supporting edge during the rotational motion. The inclination for pivoting can be taken into account by using a bounding volume including the inclining motion of the box. As a consequence the two step strategy we have developed inherits from the probabilistic completeness of the motion planner used at the first stage. The approximation scheme by on pivoting sequence generation does not introduce any incompleteness.
IV. WHOLE-BODY HUMANOID MOTION GENERATION
The generated pivoting sequence should be realized by the humanoid robot by using its two arms. The humanoid motion should be generated in such a way that constraints like dynamic balancing and arm manipulation motion are satisfied at the same time. Moreover, stepping motion should be added in order to continue the manipulation when necessary.
For this purpose we adopt a general framework of wholebody motion generation [13] including dynamic stepping motion. Based on a generalized inverse kinematic (IK) method (e.g., [14] , [15] ), such tasks as center of mass (CoM) position, stepping and hand motion are treated with priorities. Since all the joints are involved to make those complicated combined motions, we can expect better performance in the sense of reachable space than a functional decomposition utilized in [3] .
The method is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In the case of pivoting, the solver is given trajectories of hands, feet or CoM as well as their position and orientation constraints as prioritized tasks. The generalized IK solver computes the whole-body motion as joint angle trajectories.
In this framework there is a motion manager that updates the configuration of the robot and objects during the computation. Hand trajectories for pivoting are supplied to the manager to organize how the next motions are generated. The motion generation process is branched into two cases depending on the distance between robot and the object. Note that we use the same framework of generalized IK solver is utilized for both cases. If the object stays within the range where the manipulation is feasible, the generalized IK solver takes the hand trajectory and the CoM constraint as inputs. It then outputs a whole-body motion that allows the humanoid to perform the manipulation keeping the balance as shown in the left side of Fig. 6 .
The robot takes forward or backward stepping motions when the object is located too far or too near. The hand positions are kept constant during the stepping motion, which is given to the generalized IK solver as constraints. The dynamically stable stepping motion is generated as trajectories of CoM and foot using Zero Moment point (ZMP) based preview controller proposed in [16] . The generalized IK solver takes those trajectories and constraints as input to obtain a stepping motion keeping the hand positions (right side of Fig. 6 ). This process is applied to each pivoting operation in the sequence.
V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
The proposed planning scheme is applied to the pivoting based manipulation by humanoid robot HRP-2 [17] by using the motion planning software kit KineoWorks TM [18] and the dynamic robot simulator and controller OpenHRP [19] . We have been developing a common software framework "Humanoid Path Planner" (Fig. 7) that implements basic functionalities of motion planning for systems like humanoids or digital actors [20] . Its object-oriented architecture allows the users to define our planner of the whole-body pivoting motion as an inherited class of a general robot motion planner. The planner takes care of interaction with basic functions such as roadmap builder, path optimizer and collision checker. We also implemented the steering methods specific to the pivoting planning problem.
A. Planning Results
The same environment as in Fig. 2 is utilized for wholebody motion planning for pivoting of a box object. The radius is fixed as 0.5m for Reeds and Shepp curves and the width, depth and height of the box is 0.35m, 0.3m and 1.2m. The robot holds the object by point contact on the side faces at the point at 0.8m and 0.05m from the bottom and front face respectively. The rotation angle β is set to 15
• . Fig. 8 shows some snapshots of planned result of motion planning for pivoting based manipulation. We can observe the whole-body motion where overall joints participate in pivoting or stepping. The humanoid robot makes a backward motion to move the box object away from the wall along an arc of circle. As the upper snapshots shows, the robot moves the object backward by combining motions of pivoting and stepping back. The lower snapshot shows forward pivoting along a straight line segment.
The computation time is in the order of several hundreds of milliseconds for each of Reeds and Shepp curve and pivoting sequence generation using a PC of Pentium M 2.1GHz. The computation of whole-body motion takes about half of the manipulation task duration time including calculation of generalized inverse kinematics is for the control command (joint angles and reference ZMP) of the hardware robot at the sampling time of 10 ms.
B. Experimental Results
We here show an experimental result of planned wholebody pivoting motion. The generated motions are sent to the onboard computer that takes charge of real-time motion control for the humanoid. The controller and stabilizer implemented on OpenHRP [19] finally execute the planned motions on the humanoid hardware. We have verified the generated whole-body motion for pivoting based manipulation using a straight line segment path. The same size of the box as the planning is used with the weight of 1.5kg and the length of the test path is 0.35 m. In this example we reduced β to 5
• for security. The incline angle and the maximum velocity at the hand are 5
• and 0.15 m/s respectively. The sequence in the experiment includes 12 pivoting operations and the total task time is 80 seconds.
As a result, the object has been successfully displaced to the goal position. Figures 9 and 10 show some pictures of a pivoting sequence and stepping motion in the experiment. In those pictures we can confirm that the whole-body motions generated by the proposed method have been smoothly performed by the hardware robot. In Fig 9, the robot displaced the box object by supporting it on its right corner. The stepping motion is performed in such a way that the relative hand positions and orientations with respect to the box are maintained in Fig 10. The whole-body motion can be clearly observed in the movies of the experiment is available on (http://www.laas.fr/%7Eyoshida/icra2008/pivot/).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Moving large objects is one of the capabilities offered by human-size humanoid robots. In this paper we have seen it is possible to benefit from well-grounded robot algorithms and software to address robot autonomy in such a difficult context. Based on a formal analysis of the task to be performed, we have devised an integrated approach for manipulation task planning and control that accounts for a large class of constraints ranging from obstacle avoidance to whole-body motion control. The approach takes advantage of a controllability analysis previously published in [1] that reduces the problem of existence of a manipulation path to that of the existence of a path that ignores manipulation constraints. Then we have shown that the collision avoidance strategy may benefit from well-experienced techniques in nonholonomic motion planning, including probabilistic sampling approaches. As dynamic motion control is concerned we benefit from a generalized inverse kinematic approach that accounts for ZMP control [13] , and also from the dynamic motion simulator OpenHRP [19] . This paper concentrates on the geometric and kinematic aspect of whole-body manipulation planning and dynamically stable robot motions for manipulation and stepping have been successfully generated. Physical aspects for manipulation of heavier objects will be addressed in the next developments. Further works also open questions of manipulation planning when grasping changes [21] or environment rearrangements [22] are required. Such questions start being to be addressed in humanoid robotics [23] . They are promising routes for the future applications putting humanoid robots at work. 
